The Web is having a dramatic impact on how we research and understand the recent past.
are interested in, and only want to read a few, the Wayback Machine works by generating facsimiles of those pages. They are not perfect, as they may not collect embedded images, or might grab them at slightly different times (to avoid overloading any single server, the crawler might download the text of a website and then the image a few hours or even days later; this can lead to the storing of websites that never existed in the first place). 6 Beyond technical issues, it is difficult to find documents with the Wayback Machine unless you know the URL that you want to view.
This latter shortcoming disqualifies it as a serious research tool unless it is paired with a search engine of some kind. Historians are used to full-text search interfaces.
However, imagine conducting research through date-ordered keyword search results, carried out on billions of sites. It would produce an outcome similar to the current methods by which historians search digitized newspapers. 7 In the absence of contextual information about the results found, they can be useless. It is possible to find almost anything you want within 38 million web pages. I can find evidence on any matter of topics that advances one particular argument or interpretation. Without the contextual information provided by the archive itself, we can be misled.
Three case studies can help us better understand the questions, possibilities, and challenges facing historians as we enter this archival territory. The first is the Wide Web Scrape, a compilation of billions of objects collected by the Internet Archive between 9
March and 23 December 2011. Next, I explore work that I have been doing with a collection of political websites created between 2005 and 2015. Finally, I explore the GeoCities end-of-life torrent, to get at the heart of ethical challenges.
Together, these studies suggest a path forward for historians. Those of us who use web archives do not need to become programmers, but do need to become aware of basic hyperlink is, and basic definitional concepts such as URLs. Beyond this, however, is the crucial dimension of algorithmic awareness. When we query archives, we need to know why some results are coming to the top and others at the bottom. If we turn our research over to black boxes, the results that come from them can reaffirm biases: websites belonging to the powerful, for example, rather than the marginalized voices we might want to explore and consider. The decisions that we as historians make now will have profound effects as tools begin to be developed to access web archives.
Data is Bigger Than the Nation: The Wide Web Scrape
As a data set, the Wide Web Scrape is exhaustive, transcending national borders. The 2,713,676,341 item captures -websites, images, PDFs, Microsoft Word documents, and so forth -are stored across 85,570 WebARChive (WARC) files. 8 The WARC file format, which is certified by the International Standards Organization, preserves web-archived information in a concatenated form. 9 Generated by the Internet Archive, these files also serve as a good introduction to the geographic challenges of web archives: historians tend towards geographic boundaries, but these archives can transcend them. WARC files are an abundant resource, but that abundance is double edged. The most promising keyword approach to my data set was clustering, which takes a set of documents and groups them. If a web collection contained websites about cats, dogs, and pigs, the algorithm might cluster the cat sites together. Conversely, it might find another characteristic -the ages of the authors, perhaps -and cluster them that way.
There are several different algorithms to choose from, although in my experience the
Lingo clustering algorithm provides the best results (See Fig. 1 ).
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Fig. 1: Carrot2 clustering workbench results
The free Carrot2 front end (http://project.carrot2.org/), which interfaces easily with a Solr database, is the most useful. From a query for 'children', we see that this sample of 622,365 websites contains pages relating to child health, health centres, service providers, public health, educational services, and consumer products such as Tylenol. Extracted using a combination of Stanford Named Entity Recognition (NER), Google
Maps API, and verification by student research assistants, this process found location names -for example, 'Toronto' or 'Johannesburg' -and geolocated them by assigning coordinates. While longitudinal data will be more useful, allowing us to see how various locations changed over time, at this point we can see the attention paid towards Canadian trading partners and the complete absence of attention towards sub-Saharan Africa.
Within Canada, Québec is overrepresented vis-à-vis the province of Ontario. This data can be useful on a large scale. Consider Fig. 4 , which visualizes the external links stemming from and between the websites of Canada's three main political parties. Each line, or edge, represents a hyperlink between domains (or nodes). By taking quarterly slices of the data, we can also use metadata to identify the broad contours of a narrative as in Fig. 5 . We can also find sections of this collection that link far more to themselves than to other parts. These divisions lend themselves well to specific extraction. Consulting the 
A Place of Their Own: Exploring the Ethical Minefield of GeoCities
In general, the sheer scale of distantly reading millions of websites or exploring the public record of political parties has kept us in the previous cases removed from everyday User numbers skyrocketed, from 1,400 in July 1995 to 100,000 by August 1996 and a million by October 1997.
I have been exploring the question of how community was created and enacted there. A significant minority of users threw themselves into the site. When a user arrived to create their site, they had to choose where to live: a small 'cottage' in the Enchanted Forest, perhaps, or a 'tent' in Pentagon. 21 Reminders exhorted them to fit into the site's theme, reach out to neighbours, and crucially -in a move reminiscent of the American 1862 Homestead Act -'move in' and improve their property within a week. 22 Some users became community leaders, welcoming new arrivals and teaching them the ropes. An awards economy boomed, with users creating their own awards and giving them to other sites. They visited each other's guestbooks. Messages are disproportionately from GeoCities users rather than visitors from outside. This community structure persisted until 1999, when Yahoo! bought GeoCities and turned it into a conventional web host.
Like in the previous section, we can explore neighbourhoods with topic modelling. We can see topics in the Enchanted Forest about parties, friends, soldiers and children's characters such as Pingu. In Heartland, topics relating to family, church, and genealogy appear, and in the LGBT-focused WestHollywood, the focus is on gender, transgender issues, and fighting against hate crimes. Over time, the topics discussed in some neighbourhoods changed. Pentagon moved beyond being a hub for deployed and constantly moving service people towards serving as a forum for political discussions and military history. Heartland came to advance a vision of family focused on Christianity and genealogy. These findings demonstrate that neighbourhoods both shaped and were shaped by user contributions.
How did this come to be? By extracting links, we can begin to find the central nodes that dozens or even hundreds of other websites linked to, as well as the web of connections that held everybody together. This gives us a few hundred websites per neighbourhood to investigate: the community leaders who received kudos from their members, sites that accumulated awards, those with active guestbooks. These factors produced many hyperlinks, both in and out, making these sites critical nodes.
Websites like GeoCities raise ethical questions. Unlike in our previous case studies, which dealt with institutional websites, in GeoCities we are dealing with largely personal websites from over a decade ago. The majority of these people almost certainly did not create these sites with a future historian in mind, nor are they likely to be aware 23 We need to consider user privacy expectations, which is at the heart of the distinction between a political candidate's site and a GeoCities homestead. This is not to treat users as dupes but to recognize that somebody posting a website in an obscure corner of GeoCities might have an expectation of privacy: many of these sites would not have been discovered by regular users but are easily discovered by web crawlers methodically crawling a community structure.
We can find guidance from web scholars. danah boyd, a web scholar, notes that students with open Facebook profiles regarded a teacher visiting their page as a breach of privacy, social norms, and etiquette. 24 The Association of Internet Researchers provides guidance that has researchers consider the public or private nature of the website and the differences between dealing with sources en masse versus individually. 25 Stine Lomberg has emphasized the importance of distance but also, when exploring content, of considering user expectations of privacy.
Historians need to consider these factors when deciding how to appropriately use this material. Some GeoCities cases bring these questions into perspective. Memorial sites, by people who lost children or other loved ones, are both private and intimate but also have well-travelled guestbooks, often by people who lost loved ones of their own.
Other searches bring up pages about suicide or depression. These can only be found thanks to today's modern discovery tools. If a 15-year old wrote to the government with a rant, privacy legislation would excise her or his name; if you find the rant in GeoCities, the name -or their pseudonym (which can sometimes be connected to real names) -would be there. These are resources that would never make it into a traditional archive.
We have power because we can access the blogs, ruminations, and personal moments of literally millions of people that would never before have been accessed -but we need to use this power responsibly. With the Wayback Machine, the lack of full-text search provides some privacy, but as we undertake more computational inquiries historians can uncover things forgotten since their creation. My own take on this question is twofold, drawing on earlier literature: we need to consider the scale at play. Mining a few thousand sites and dealing with -and writing about -people in aggregate presents few privacy concerns, whereas zooming in on a handful of websites and closely reading them does. A website many other sites connect to, a proud prominent view counter in the corner (or other equivalent markers of popularity that have supplanted this now dated approach), a well-travelled guestbook, signals a website of an owner who wanted to be read and encountered, and who conceived of themselves as part of a broader Web of documents. A smaller website addressed to an internal audience, written by a teenager and full of revealing messages and pictures, is a different thing altogether.
GeoCities represents a new kind of primary source: the largely noncommercialized, unfettered thoughts of millions of everyday people in the mid-to-late 1990s, left for historians today. We can learn invaluable things, from the forms online community took on the Web to the opinions and thoughts on a host of social, political, or cultural issues or topics.
Conclusions
These three disparate web archiving case studies all demonstrate the critical questions that lie at the heart of these new complex data sets. The technical challenges are clear: not enough processing power or computer memory, the need to find access to a computing cluster, and the variety of file formats and types that underlie them. Rather than a narrowlens pedagogical approach that stresses say the WARC file, historians who want to use these sources -arguably a necessity when undertaking topics in the 1990s and beyondneed to have a flexible understanding of software and standards.
While this article has focused on the research process, further issues will emerge when scholars attempt to publish this type of work. Images, already a sticking point with many publishers, are borrowed, altered, shared, throughout the Web: can one publish a notable image found in a 1996-era web archive if this has no contactable author or even real name? How can we share our research data with each other if we need to worry about digital rights? How do we balance global copyright regimes with the local contexts of journals and academics? At the least, pedagogical training in copyright is needed, as well as advocacy around orphan works and strengthening fair dealing/use.
Despite these challenges and cautions, which need to be heeded as we move forward, I want to return to the original promise articulated at the beginning of this paper.
Each of these case studies, from the Wide Web Scrape to the political movements archive to GeoCities, presents promise. They provide more voices from a more diverse body of people, furthering the goals of social historians to write their histories from the bottom up, to move our stories away from the elites and dominant players of society to the everyday. Web archives are not going to have a slight impact on the practice of history:
they are going to force a profound shift. We will have more sources than ever before, by people who never could have conceivably reached large audiences or had their words recorded. We should be optimistic, but we need to be prepared.
